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Introduction
In recent years the Private
Rented Sector (PRS) has
emerged as a key subset of the
UK residential market, focussed
on delivering sustainable long
term income from homes
people want to rent.

UK PRS
GVA and PRSim have formed a
strategic partnership to deliver
the first fully integrated PRS
and Build to Rent (BTR) service,
providing an unrivalled one-stop
shop for our clients requirements.

“The UK residential industry is
seeing a revolution. Market demand
and demographic changes are
driving the growth of institutionally
funded BTR schemes.”
Alastair Carmichael
PRS Lead, GVA

“As one of the UK’s leading property
companies with a rich heritage in
residential property lettings, LSL
has made a commitment to deliver
superior services to the institutional
PRS sector with the launch of PRSim.”
David Bond
Head of PRS & Build to Rent, PRSim

The residential tenure mix is changing in
the UK, with an increasing proportion of
the population moving towards renting
due to lifestyle changes and affordability
constraints (from ‘renty-somethings’
through to ‘empty-nesters’ wanting higher
quality homes with greater amenities) and
the unaffordability of house purchase.
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The 4.9m PRS households now represent
the largest tenure after homeownership.
The English Housing Survey forecasts that
PRS will grow by 1.1 million homes by 2021.

18%

PRS INVESTMENT YIELDS Q4 2017
REGION

NIY

London

< 3.75%

Prime Regions

4.5%

Secondary

5%

INVESTOR FOCUS
INITIAL FOCUS

CURRENT FOCUS

NEXT PHASE

London
Manchester
Bristol

Birmingham
Bristol
Edinburgh
Leeds
London commute
Oxford
Cambridge

Other regional
centres
Suburban housing
Co-living
Specialist PRS

UK dwellings rents

55%

Owner occupation

Social rented

27%

Private rented

35%

Renters are 25-34

£30bn

Equity targeting UK PRS

2x

Growth in UK PRS since 2000

PRS segmentation
Co-Living

Buy-to-Let

Purpose designed and
institutionally managed
professional sharers,
usually including
amenities for residents.

Small landlords,
single let and HMO
apartments and houses.

<50 units

Mid-Market PRS

Suburban PRS

Institutionally managed
apartments.

Institutionally
managed houses.

50+ units

50+ units

Purpose designed
and institutionally
managed apartments,
usually including
amenities for residents.
100+ units

Our clients

GVA and PRSim have recently formed a
strategic partnership to provide the first fully
integrated PRS and BTR service with UK wide
coverage. As an emerging asset class with
different dynamics to traditional real estate
sectors, an innovative approach is required.

We have advised on a number of successful
PRS and BTR schemes across the country,
from initial site identification and planning
advice, to development consultancy,
market intel, funding, acquisition/disposal,
valuation and delivery vehicle structuring.

Successful schemes are delivered
through the amalgamation of different
inputs and skills through the strategy
formulation, funding, design, development,
construction and management stages.

50+ units

Build-to-Rent

Who we are

The GVA and PRSim partnership provides
a ‘package of intelligence’ across the
entire PRS and BTR lifecycle. The
partnership brings to bear day-to-day
management of residents and blocks
with strategic insight from investors,
government and other stakeholders.

NATIONWIDE SCHEMES
CONFIDENTIAL (HIGH STREET LENDER)
PRS development finance product analysis
CONFIDENTIAL
Structuring and marketing Britain’s first
PRS REIT

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen, Dundee,
Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Inverness, Perth & Stirling
PRS Prospectus

DUNDEE
Capital raising

Client confidential
Edinburgh PRS appraisal
HOLLAND PARK
Pitt Street, Glasgow
Planning advice

INFINITY TOWER
Canary Wharf,
London planning
and negotiation
of affordable
housing liability

Client confidential
(Commercial bank valuation)
ANGEL GARDENS
Rochdale Road,
Manchester
PRS valuation

Operator
procurement

SHEFFIELD
PRS market
analysis

RIVER STREET
River Street,
Manchester
PRS valuation

WEST SUFFOLK
West Suffolk
Council – PRS Joint
Venture Established
Confidential Client
Kings Cross
PRS appraisal

SOVEREIGN PRS
Portfolio Assembly:
Bristol, Bath, Reading,
Newbury, Oxford,
Bracknell, Cheltenham

BARKING
PRS development
consultancy and
land sale

MCMILLAN HOUSE,
LONDON
South West London
Project manager
and employers agent.

Our services
Our regional network of
multidisciplinary teams
across the UK are perfectly
positioned to advise at every
stage of the PRS development
and delivery cycle.
This ‘end to end’ service
coupled with our relationships
with investors, funders and
operators enables us to not only
provide consultancy services
but also deliver well managed
properties which are both
profitable for investors and
homes people want to rent.

Portfolio
management

Public sector
& regeneration
consultancy

Data & research
consultancy
Site
identification

Planning

Lettings &
management

Valuation
Asset
mobilisation

Investment
acquisitions
& disposals

Project
management
Development

BATH
Forward Funded
PRS acquisition

Woolwich PRS appraisal
Confidential Client
Redhill
Confidential Client
Forward sale
Greenwich PRS appraisal

Funding

Data & research
consultancy

Site
identification

“The research team produces innovative thought leadership in the
sector, exploring important topics and driving industry debate. A recent
example of this is Building Momentum in Scottish Build To Rent – an
investigation into the current state of Scotland’s Build to Rent market
and its future potential.

With on-tap access to one of the UK’s largest
estate agency networks and a national
Land & New Homes Division, PRSim coupled
with GVA’s land and New Home team, have
significant expertise in identifying suitable
land and site opportunities, and assessing
their feasibility for development. The
strategic partnership combines national
coverage with expert local knowledge
to deliver a market-leading service.

The team also undertakes bespoke client work tailored to specific
requirements, we have produced research for several major investors
and developers in the private rented sector, guiding their response to
opportunities and informing land and acquisition strategies.
PRSim is part of LSL Property Services Group, one of the largest and
most influential residential property networks in the UK with over
55,000 properties currently under management. PRSim leverages the
Group’s inherent knowledge and expertise to offer clients an unrivalled
level of industry leading data and indices. As publishers of extensive
internal demographic data as well as the UK’s largest resident survey,
PRSim can help build a detailed picture of your prospective customers.

Planning

Valuation

GVA advises on a broad range of commercial,
residential and mixed use developments around
the UK. As a result, the team has a diverse range
of skills and experience to provide strategic,
focussed and commercially-driven advice.

GVA’s team is a market leader in the
provision of PRS valuation services.
We have one of the largest valuation
practices in the country with over 185
qualified professionals including 159 RICS
Registered Valuers. Our geographical
reach benefits our clients as they have
access to both national and local market
knowledge, with PRS experience.

We offer market leading planning services,
planning strategy and specialise in PRS and
Co-living. GVA regularly works with Local
Authorities on PRS schemes and has steered
such schemes through planning. We are
experienced in working with project teams
and are able to give clear direction to navigate
applications through the planning process.

Our approach to implementing valuations
is to provide a fully briefed national
team of qualified surveyors, managed
and quality controlled by a dedicated
core team to ensure you always receive
accurate and informative advice.

Coupled with GVA’s understanding of what investors want, the
GVA-PRSim partnership ensures key stakeholders have all the facts
necessary to make informed decisions and deliver a successful PRS
or BTR project.”

Colindale Gardens
Client
Redrow London, Mayor’s Office
for Policing and Crime

Scheme research within
a sector context
GVA and PRSiM have been jointly appointed to the
Scottish Future Trust’s Rental Income Guarantee
Scheme panel to support rental underwriting. This
collaboration demonstrates the strength of combining
a leading consultancy with planning, development and
fundraising capacity with one of the largest property
managers and letting agents in the country.”

Sovereign Housing
Portfolio
Portfolio acquisition of new build,
conversion and operating assets acquired
in Bristol, Bath, Reading, Newbury, Oxford,
Bracknell, Cheltenham since 2012.

Services
Town Planning, Agency,
Development Consultancy
Location
Colindale, London (Barnet)
Summary
GVA was appointed by Redrow
Homes. The development will include
211 new Build to Rent homes to be
acquired and managed by L&Q.

The UK’s tallest PRS
Accommodation
Newington Butts,
Elephant & Castle,
London, SE11
Units
278 apartments
Summary
Newington Butts will be
the UK’s tallest tower of
PRS accommodation and
our loan security valuation
and report was required in

connection with the grant
of development finance.
This Richard Rogers designed
scheme includes a 45 storey
tower and will offer 278 PRS
apartments to be operated by
Realstar and 179 affordable
dwellings to be purchased
by Peabody. The investment
will be an important element
of Realstar Group’s new
Realstar Living platform.
GVA’s London Valuation team
carried out comprehensive due
diligence into both the build to
rent and build to sell markets
and reported to the institution
providing development finance.

Investment
acquisitions
& disposals
GVA’s national team are experienced in
advising investors and property companies
on the acquisition and disposal of PRS assets.
As a leading investment property practice we have
an established profile in the UK property investment
market, built upon long-standing relationships with
a broad range of investment clients who are drawn
to our reputation as driven, dedicated and discreet.

Building a PRS platform
Advising a new national PRS platform
on its market and discounted rent and
new build strategy, particularly as part
of its Local Authority Joint Ventures.
Key tasks include gathering and analysing
demographic market intelligence in conjunction
with PRSiM through their local branches and,
assessing viability benefits and risks of rented
products. Tasks include comparing delivering
BTR on certain sites to other possible uses of
land and looking to engage private investors.
In addition GVA reviews current sites and
identifies new sites for the portfolio.

Funding

Development

GVA has advised on the forward funding of BTR
developments across the capital structure. It has
advised on senior debt, equity and mezzanine. In
addition it has advised on both forward purchase
and forward funding. Clients range from traditional
banks to challenger debt funds, private equity
firms, pension funds and housing associations.

PRS and BTR schemes are fundamentally different
from schemes built for sale. At their heart they are
operational investment assets that are sensitive to
EBITDA. Successful PRS and BTR assets interact with
their tenants and go beyond providing a roof over
their head. A successful scheme maximises returns
for developers, investors and customers alike.
The integration of PRSim and GVA’s expertise provides
our clients with maximised return by offering the
full range of development consultancy services to
assess optimum size, scale and scheme tenure mix,
and to identify suitable investor and development
partners and provides robust longterm asset
management strategies to enhane and drive value.

VOX
GVA has recently agreed a BTR joint venture
between Whiteburn and a private equity
firm. The joint venture will deliver up to 7
new 100+ unit BTR schemes across Scotland.
GVA worked with the developer to analyse,
structure and implement their business plan.
GVA then marketed the portfolio for funding.
At all stages in the process GVA undertook
analysis and research to critically assess the
developers forecasts, this included report writing
for the investors internal approval process.

Project
management
GVA provide support for projects and delivery
around the UK. Our team of project management
professionals come from a diverse range of
backgrounds including contracting, architecture,
surveying, civil and building services engineering.
This ensures we offer our clients a true understanding
and holistic advice across the whole project development
life cycle. Using the full depth of our skills, we are able to
supplement our core project management services with
additional services including contract administration,
project monitoring or acting as lead consultant in
support of the delivery of a development or scheme.

London PRS
Client
HCA
Summary
An investor applied to the HCA’s the Build to Rent fund to
develop new purpose built residential buildings. Given the
scale of the proposal, GVA was instructed by the HCA to
prepare a bespoke report. In preparing the report, GVA
reviewed the proposal, undertook detailed due diligence
on the financial modelling, cost plan and phasing and the
bespoke management proposal, and thereafter advised
on the risks, mitigation measures, the estimated land value
and also provided a specific set of recommendations.

Project management
Client
Akelius
Summary
GVA is the project manager and employer’s agent for
Akelius’ flagship UK site. Located in Cheam, the former
office building has gained permissions for conversion
into 46 residential apartments including the addition
of balconies to the rear of the property, changes to the
windows and full landscaping and public realm changes.

Asset
mobilisation

Lettings &
management

Portfolio
management

Public sector
& regeneration
consultancy

PRSim delivers comprehensive, bespoke
mobilisation strategies to achieve asset
stabilisation quickly and efficiently.

PRSim’s comprehensive and innovative scheme
marketing & lease up strategies range from
bespoke on-site lettings to a whole of market
solution. With the UK’s largest lettings network
and a national panel of third party agents,
PRSim delivers unrivalled local knowledge
and expertise underpinned by the widest
possible reach for scheme exposure. PRSim’s
responsive customer centric management
service ensures strong rental yields, minimal
voids and maximised investment values.

Strategic portfolio management to maximise
performance, offering a joined up approach to
reporting, valuing & on-going management.

GVA remains independently ranked as
the top property consultant to the Public
Sector (ACRITAS).

GVA regularly manages funds on behalf of clients
such as the Greater Manchester Pension Fund.
GVA employs its significant financial modelling
capability to deliver returns for investors.

GVA has proved instrumental in developing
Government policy in PRS and BTR, recently
advising Local Authorities and devolved
Government on how to utilise PRS / BTR
as a catalyst for regeneration, to deliver
housing and much needed income. Our
team includes ex-Public Sector employees
so we are able to draw on day-to-day
experiences of the unique issues which
face the sector.

With a positive resident experience intrinsic
to a stabilised asset, PRSim balance an
innate understanding of what the customer
wants, against extensive knowledge of
the requisite operational efficiencies to
maximise the net operating income.

PRSim’s established back end infrastructure
and integrated web based IT system enables
bespoke layered reporting, allowing client’s
to drill into the granular performance of their
portfolio, singular asset & each individual unit.

New institutional investor

Lettings & management

Portfolio management

PRSim was instructed by a prestigious
institutional investor to identify, acquire and
ultimately block manage the client’s first entry
into the UK Institutional PRS market. On the
back of this success, PRSim was engaged to
support the acquisition and management of
a further two properties, at a purchase cost
of £2.85 million. This totalled the portfolio
to 135 units with occupancy levels at 95.5%.

PRSiM were appointed by the wealth
management arm of a private bank to
mobilise let and manage 142 flats and houses
geographically spread across the country.

Over the last two and a half years PRSiM
has supported a leading global real
estate investment group in the successful
acquisition, management and disposal of
one of their residential property portfolios.
Key services included extensive due diligence
on over 1500 individual units across 139 locations
throughout England, Wales and Scotland
and forming an asset disposal strategy.

Our key contacts
GVA
Alastair Carmichael

PRSim
David Bond

Head of Real Estate Finance
& PRS Lead
02079 112 201
alastair.carmichael@gva.co.uk

Head of PRS & BTR
07778 769 818
david.bond@lslps.co.uk

GVA
GVA offers the country’s leading and most diverse real estate advisory
service. With its in-depth understanding of the market, supported by
a leading research capability, GVA advises private businesses and
the≈public sector on the whole real estate lifecycle–including
strategic advice such as debt and equity finance and re-structuring,
to transactions, development and long-term management of assets.
GVA has 12 offices in the UK and Ireland, headquarters in London and
1,500 staff around the UK.

GVA
Richard Stonehouse

PRSim
Jo Green

Head of Residential Investment
020 7911 2824
richard.stonehouse@gva.co.uk

Director of PRS &
BTR Client Services
07812 623 534
jo.green@lslps.co.uk

GVA
Ben Fruhman

PRSim
Katherine Rose

Associate
020 7911 2803
ben.fruhman@gva.co.uk

Director of Data &
Advisory Services
07812 623 392
katherine.rose@lslps.co.uk

PRSim
PRSim is the latest brand to join the LSL Property Services Plc
umbrella, as their offering to the B2B PRS and BTR services industry.
PRSim is a consultancy and management business dedicated to
providing PRS and BTR developers and investors with a complete
end-to-end data, consultancy and operational management
solution.
Our group structure allows us access to the extensive resources of
one of the largest and most influential residential property networks
in the UK, including industry leading data, strategic relationships,
sector influence, and inherent capabilities.
LSL Property Service Group key stats:
–– Established 1987
–– 5,000+ employees nationwide
–– Full national coverage
–– 55,000+ properties under management

If you’d like to talk to one of our
team to discuss property services
or any market leading research,
please get in touch.
Enquries
Richard.Stonehouse@gva.co.uk
Alastair.Carmichael@gva.co.uk
David.Bond@lslccd.co.uk
Jo.Green@lslps.co.uk
Visit us online
gva.co.uk/PRS
prism.co.uk

GVA Offices
Birmingham

Dublin

Leeds

Manchester

Bristol

Edinburgh

Liverpool

Newcastle

Cardiff

Glasgow

London

Linkedin/gvauk

@GVAviews

Linkedin/PRSim

@_PRSim

#EvolvingCities
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